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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

If you’ve felt like crucial data about COVID-19 have been missing since the start of the pandemic,

it’s not in your head. An exposé by The New York Times has revealed that the U.S. Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention has actually been collecting data all along — it just hasn’t published

most of it.

Data such as U.S. hospitalizations for COVID-19 according to age, race and injection status would

have certainly been of interest to a large portion of the U.S. population. The CDC has been

collecting such data for more than a year but hasn’t made the bulk of it public, the Times reported.

What else has the CDC been keeping from the public?

For one thing, data on the effectiveness of COVID-19 boosters are missing. While the CDC

published data on boosters’ effectiveness in adults under 65, this didn’t include data for 18- to 49-

year-olds, a sizeable percentage of the population that also — coincidentally? — is “the group least

likely to bene[t from extra shots,” the Times pointed out.

CDC Has Released ‘Only a Fraction’ of Its COVID Data

According to CDC spokeswoman Kristen Nordlund, the agency hasn’t released all of the data

“because basically, at the end of the day, it’s not yet ready for prime time.”  But, the Times reported,

“Another reason is fear that the information might be misinterpreted, Ms. Nordlund said.”

Among the additional data that the CDC kept quiet was wastewater data, which can give insight into

COVID-19 case numbers in different areas. The CDC only recently released a wastewater data

dashboard, even though certain states and cities have been providing such data to them since the

pandemic began.  Reportedly, several sources told the Times that the CDC “has published only a

tiny fraction of the data it has collected.”

As the Times put it, the CDC’s refusal to post pertinent data left state and local health departments

at a disadvantage:

“Much of the withheld information could help state and local health o5cials better target

their efforts to bring the virus under control. Detailed, timely data on hospitalizations by

age and race would help health o5cials identify and help the populations at highest risk.

Information on hospitalizations and death by age and vaccination status would have helped

inform whether healthy adults needed booster shots. And wastewater surveillance across

the nation would spot outbreaks and emerging variants early.”

Data Withheld Over Fears of Creating ‘Vaccine Hesitancy’

The Times spoke with public health experts who said they had begged the CDC to release this type

of COVID-19 data for two years and were “stunned” when they found out the agency had it all along.

The rational conclusion is that, had the data revealed what the CDC wanted, it would have released

it. In their obcial reasoning, however, Nordlund said the data represents only 10% of the U.S.

population, using that as an argument for why they didn’t release it. “But the CDC has relied on the

same level of sampling to track induenza for years,” the Times pointed out. Further, it noted:

“[T]he C.D.C. has been routinely collecting information since the Covid vaccines were Frst

rolled out last year, according to a federal o5cial familiar with the effort. The agency has

been reluctant to make those Fgures public, the o5cial said, because they might be

misinterpreted as the vaccines being ineffective.”

Misinterpreted? “Let’s be clear,” Steve Kirsch, executive director of the Vaccine Safety Research

Foundation wrote.  “The only way the vaccine data could be interpreted as ineffective by us

‘misinformation spreaders’ is if the data shows the vaccines don’t work … The truth is the data

didn't support their narrative so they hid it. Do you think they would hide the data if it showed the

vaccines worked? Of course not!”

In short, he wrote, the “CDC admits it withheld data from the public because they didn’t want to

create vaccine hesitancy.”  Transparency with data is key to building public trust and fostering open

scienti[c debate, not to mention making sound public health guidelines. We now know the CDC has

been hiding data, likely because its numbers don’t support the story they’ve been churning. The

Gateway Pundit wrote:

“So much for the bogus lie that has been pushed by public health o5cials for months,

claiming that breakthrough infections weren’t being tracked at all. The medical elites just

decided to hide the data because it didn’t Ft the approved narrative, and, naturally, blamed

the potential for ‘misinformation’ as justiFcation for the coverup.”

In a tweet, Dr. Nicole Saphier, with the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, shared her dismay

in [nding out that the CDC has been actively censoring which data to share with the public:

“The CDC’s response when questioned about their withholding of Covid data and lack of

transparency is essentially “we don’t trust you to be able to understand the truth.” The

condescension is palpable. The wheels are Fnally coming off.”

Scotland to Stop Publishing COVID Data by Injection Status

It’s not only in the U.S. that health obcials are cherry-picking data to support one agenda. Public

Health Scotland (PHS) announced in February 2022 that it would stop publishing COVID-19 death

and hospitalization data according to injection status. Like the CDC, their reasoning was concern

that the data would be misrepresented by anti-vaxxers.

The thing about data is, however, that it doesn’t lie — assuming it’s presented in full, unadulterated

form. The only way such data could increase concerns about the safety and effectiveness of

COVID-19 shots is if it showed that they’re ineffective and unsafe.

Now, instead of publishing full data for the public to analyze and have informed consent, the CDC

plans to “do a lot more on the vaccine effectiveness side and try and make people understand how

effective the vaccine is.”  It’s this type of uni[ed front across the globe that has many patriots,

including former BlackRock portfolio manager Edward Dowd, calling foul. He said:

“The responses from governments to this virus that doesn’t kill 99.9% of us makes no

sense. And they’re all uniFed in their determination to put in these systems — these digital

vaccination/passport systems. They’re all globally synced. They all want us to get these

jabs, and it’s too uniFed. I suspect there’s a problem coming down the road.”

The CDC Withholding Data Is ScientiKc Fraud

Dr. Robert Malone, inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform technology, believes that

the CDC withholding evidence about COVID-19 shot safety is scienti[c fraud.  He is calling on

Americans to demand the full COVID-19 data from the CDC, and for the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration and those in government who have lied to the American people to be held legally

accountable:

“If the CDC released the age stratiFed data for COVID, it would be clear that a vaccine for

most Americans is not necessary. If the vaccine risk ratio of those vaccinated and

hospitalized were published for Omicron — it would be clear that the vaccine beneFt is not

observed.

The FDA have not revealed what the e5cacy of the boosters for children is. They have not

released the safety data. They have withheld the safety data on the vaccines for children

and adults.

This must stop. We are deep into outright ScientiFc Fraud territory. Let’s remember where

this started … We have been manipulated from the VERY start of this pandemic. The

government has been deciding what has been written, removed, censored by media and the

big tech giants. This is propaganda.”

Even Dr. Yvonne Maldonado, chair of the American Academy of Pediatrics’s (AAP) Committee on

Infectious Diseases, told The New York Times that they had been asking the CDC for data on

children hospitalized with COVID-19, such as the proportion who have underlying medical

conditions. On an information call with the CDC, they were told the data were unavailable.

AAP also tried to [nd out from the CDC on multiple occasions how contagious people are [ve days

after COVID-19 symptoms begin, to no avail, only to [nd out the information from a New York

Times article they tracked down in December 2021. “They’ve known this for over a year and a half,

right, and they haven’t told us,” she told the Times. “I mean, you can’t [nd out anything from them.”

Should US Encourage Booster Shots for Children?

Malone is among those who have called COVID-19 injection mandates “completely unjusti[ed” for

children  and recommends that youth who have received COVID-19 injections have their heart

checked for damage,  given the real risk of myocarditis and heart damage.

The U.S. is also an outlier globally in recommending that children ages 12 years and older should

not only get COVID-19 shots but also a booster shot.  While many countries are urging caution in

COVID-19 shots and boosters for children, the CDC is moving full steam ahead, all while hiding data

that could help U.S. parents make an informed decision for their children.

In the video above, author David Zweig explains that he interviewed a member of the CDC’s advisory

committee and learned that a primary motivation for the agency recommending COVID-19 shots to

kids isn’t to prevent severe illness, but to prevent mild or even asymptomatic infection. What’s

more, an obcial told him that even this would likely only be bene[cial for around two months,

before the antibody boost begins to wane.

Data presented at the meeting also showed that for young males, the shots increased the risk of

injection-induced myocarditis enough so that it canceled out any bene[t in avoiding

hospitalizations from COVID-19. “So we have to really think through whether this is a worthwhile

endeavor, and certainly one that should be mandated,” Zweig said.

Interestingly, the CDC obcials spent one hour of the meeting discussing whether they should use

the word “may” or “should” when it comes to recommending COVID-19 shots for children, and they

settled on “should.” This term, Zweig said, is what can ultimately lead to mandates as the next

step.

Given the bombshell news that the CDC has been hiding COVID-19 data from the American people,

parents and individuals must look beyond these obcial sources in their search for the truth. As

Kirsch put it, “Let’s be clear. The CDC hid the data because the data proves they were lying to us.

That’s the real reason. If the data was favorable, I guarantee you, they would be releasing it.”

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has [nally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.



Access Now
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Guillermou
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Dr. Malone tells us “that the CDC withholding evidence about COVID-19 shot safety is scienti[c fraud” To do this, Dr. Malome proposes

that in order to [ght misinformation and lies, the media must be exposed to true science, to thought Independent. America and the entire

world must rebuild an army of critical thinkers. This is how We the People take back our power. We must [nd candidates for elected

obce who think for themselves, and we must work to elect them. Now is the time to stop accepting mediocracy and corruption in our

elected obcials.

And no more WEF-trained hackers doing what they're told by unelected, non-US third parties. "The “Gell-Mann Amnesia effect” was

coined by Michael Crichton, MD to describe the experience of encountering unreliable information in main stream media and the

“approved narrative” in your area of expertise, and knowing by [rst person experience that this narrative is wrong . And then suspending

your own critical thinking skills and trusting these same type of “experts” (legacy/mainstream “approved” media) in another area outside

of your expertise." rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../dont-be-brain-dead (02/26/2022)
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For years the people concerned they were smelling a rat with just the regular vaccines have had it proven they are not wearing tin

foil hats, and there is actually a colony of dead rats stinking up the house. If anyone thinks this behavior is limited to the Covid

Fraud & just the Medical Institutions, think again. There are most likely Fauci Dictators all up & down the all the Too Big's & the

Institutions meant to keep them functioning properly.
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Yes, Just, corruption at the highest level in all aspects where power and money are at stake. In the deep state many forces emerge

that imprint the current tyranny of information. We have true lovers of power and money among the leaders and the structure of

BigPharma, the institutional entities, the information media moved by the strings of big capital. They are psychopaths who wreak

havoc on innocent lives by uncaring, sel[sh, irresponsible criminal parasites and elected obcials who lie to their constituents,

trade political favors for campaign contributions, turn a blind eye to the wishes of citizens, swindle taxpayers out of hard-earned

dollars, favor the corporate elite.

We are in a war where the powerful seek more wealth and power while the oppressed spill their blood with biological weapons and

political and medical corruption in hospitals. Patients to receive those effective treatments as reported by Dr. Mercola, without fear

of interference, retaliation or censorship by the government, pharmacies, pharmaceutical corporations and big technology.
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The CDC was bringing fake news, so the media did't have to.
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Pete - the media is owned by the CDC and its controllers - the media are slaves to their Corporate Masters - slaves obey without

questioning - they have forfeited their souls to Mammon
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Yes? Maybe, however, Dr. Been has a different angle on this: they were purposely giving strange information, varying starting dates

on charts and graphs, playing with "perceived political spin" the EFFECT of their information, not intending to give scienti[c

analysis. He thinks they are [shing for more govt funding to upgrde their systems.  Here's his analysis again: "Stunning: CDC Not

Publishing Data. Israel Dashboard Review - YouTube" - - -https://youtu.be/gyHg1wtob9c  - - - - - - - - - -stay on this one til the end,

where Dr Been shows comparitive numbers at the bottom of the Israeli covid dashboard . * * * * * * * * Worse, many of these local

school board mandates are illegal, not going through their state legislators (where these would probably fail).
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These people lie by OMISSION---one can LIE by omitting facts as well as ADMITTING THEM!!!
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what does this artucle prove ?? - that the CDC is a criminal organization that is conspiring with the felonious Pharma its partner in crime

to maintain its criminal hostage taking of the human population residing on planet Earth - but we've known this all along - the fact is that

criminals have no shame and will continue to hoodwink the public no matter how damning the evidence of criminal collusion indicates
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Yes, Stanley, they are criminal complicit. Like many others are criminal complicit. But who will bring them to justice? Have

Americans become zombies that they accept all the crimes done to them?
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hi Pete - there is a passivity in the USA that allows the average citizen to get his beer and crisps in front of the TV as the expected

REWARD for their citizenship - heaven in the USA is a Zombie bliss of medicated narcosis
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Yes, Stan, the evidence is in what the truth-loving scientists inform us in the independent media and that is also hidden in the test

documents of the "vaccines" that they do not want to reveal until many decades from now when the crimes will be prescribed. .

This humanity is living with drugs, vaccines, environmental contamination, etc., that BigPharma, Big Food and Big Chemical with

the approval of the FDA and CDC, and promoted by the omnipresent media, are consequently that the world is dominated by the

menticide, fueling chronic indammation, which enhances diseases and deaths from Covid.
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to agree Gui is one step but to passively condone an illegal act is complicit and criminal in itserlf - this situation is ongoing and so

far two years have passed and society is still having its tail wagged by obvious propaganda - their is no solution to voluntary

stupidity and lazy ignorance
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By outright lying to hide the truth behind the vaccines, the CDC is indirectly responsible for causing countless deaths and

disabilities. Lies like this damage the entire country to support the agenda of Big Pharma, the politicians supported by Big Pharma,

and those intent on creating The Great Reset. This is not only murder, but is also treason and the guilty parties should not receive

prison time, but should face a [ring squad.
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Thank you Stan/Pete/Gui/Jack - "Lies by omission."   Common tactic by TPTB, and yes we are getting "played." Demand full

disclosure, transparency, context, and accountability, i.e. the "truth.". Thinking does not hurt, thinking is not painful, don't be afraid

to think.
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Medical De[nition of menticide. : a systematic and intentional undermining of a person's conscious mind : brainwashing. What is

Menticide and how does it work?  “It is simply a question of reorganizing and manipulating collective feelings in the proper way.”

said Joost Meerloo. "The general method by which the members of a ruling elite can accomplish this end is called menticide, with

the etymology of this word being ‘a killing of the mind’, and as Meerloo further explains: “Menticide is an old crime against the

human mind and spirit but systematized anew.
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Those who have no conscience have no shame.
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Menticide, Pete, isn’t that what Joseph Goebbels did, Hitlers minister of propaganda? Here’s how I see it: Right out of Nazi

Germany playbook - Schwab is Dietrich the mastermind puppeteer, Fraudci is Hitler the monster incarnate, Gates is Goebbels the

propaganda king pushing genocide, Walensky is Himmler the enforcer, and the world leaders are Rohm wielding their power.  If

people think that the Great Reset aka Volkgemeinschadt isn’t going to happen, then they know not history’s atrocities. The

Crusades et al. The complacency of the people will for their beer and crisps will allow it to happen right under their noses.

We here are the scary ones to the masses. We need a collective voice, not just a handful like Malone, Mercola, Kennedy,

McCullough, Sennett, Fullmich, FLDCC to name a courageous few. There’s is too much information for the short spanned masses

to take in. Concise and well laid out information that can be distributed grass roots style would be so much more helpful for us

believers to utilize in talking to people to plant seeds as the tide continues to turn. Ie yesterday an industrial hygienist said on

Gates’ mouthpiece NPR that cloth masks don’t work you need a [tted N95! Now! After we all have known this and the day the mask

mandate effectively died! The irony! And do you think people critically thought this revelation thru?! How they’ve been snookered

by Fraudci all this time and how he single handedly spread this aerosol death spew by not telling them the truth but blessing the

cloths as acceptable?!  My chiropractor told me in February 202O this had manmade markers so this isn’t a secret yet the

propaganda lived on.
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Health Agencies Admit to Hiding COVID Data
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Data such as U.S. hospitalizations for COVID-19 according to age, race and injection status have been collected by the CDC for more than a

year but most of it hasn’t been made public

*

The CDC published data on boosters’ effectiveness in adults under 65, but didn’t include data for 18- to 49-year-olds, “the group least likely

to bene[t from extra shots”

*

The CDC didn’t publish the data over concerns that it would be “misinterpreted,” but the only way the data could be interpreted as ineffective

is if they show the shots don’t work

*

Dr. Robert Malone believes that the CDC withholding evidence about COVID-19 shot safety is scienti[c fraud*

Malone is calling on Americans to demand the full COVID-19 data from the CDC and FDA, and for those in government who have lied to the

American people to be held legally accountable

*
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propaganda lived on.

Event 201 happened but virtually no one knows about it. VAERS is real yet people think the V is safe and effective.   Who will slay

the 10 headed dragon by [nding its Achilles heal?
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tarheelnm
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I am 81, and wouldn't submit to this therapy under any circumstances. Those government agencies who have lied and continue to lie,

must be held accountable for crimes against humanity. Thank you for bringing us the truth.
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As a very senior citizen I no longer hold the naive idealization of government purity, however, this COVID vaccine push by government and

media takes the cake. It’s still a beautiful world even with the awareness of so much evil running rampant with impunity. What comes to

mind is the old axiom “Evil prevails when good men do nothing”. About 20 years ago, I was having lunch with a Doctor buddy and we were

talking investments. He said “invest in RNA”.WHAT A CLUE TO THE COMMITMENT OF THE PHARMACEUTICAL COMMUNITY IN

RNA……mRNA being a current application. In the business world you learn who to trust when you know how they make their money. This

certainly applies to politicians also.
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perriermike
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One of the main things that continues to ire me is the ongoing support for whatever limited bene[t supports the jab, the talk of preventing

serious disease for whatever short period of time completely forgetting or omitting that the EUA was only achieved by the illegal

suppression of the plethora of preventatives and early treatments known long before this shot got released, the shot is a lie it has no

bene[t to humans it is [nancially and otherwise bene[cial only to the system that put it in place
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MaryRN
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Not surprised at this, as the CDC has been manipulating the data since the beginning of the "Covid" debacle. They have come to the point

that no matter which way they manipulate the data they can not show anything good about the "Vaccine". I quit my job rather than get the

jab, at least I am old enough to collect SS for a little while, but with the way the government is spending our money it will not last long.

MMC88121
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nickjj
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I think we need a postcard and letter campaign to the government's oversight arm to call for an investigation into the stench that's

coming out of the CDC, Fauci's NIAID, and the FDA. Too much Pharma money, patent pro[teering, gain-of-function lawbreaking, hiding

data, and administrative bullying and hijinks going on. It's time for us people to inundate them with our sheer numbers of requests.

www.usa.gov/.../obce-of-management-and-budget  The Obce of Management and Budget oversees the performance of federal

agencies, and administers the federal budget. Agency Details Acronym: OMB Website: Obce of Management and Budget (OMB) Contact:

Contact the Obce of Management and Budget Main Address: 725 17th St., NW Washington, DC 20503 Phone Number: 1-202-395-3080

Government branch: Executive Obce of the President OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
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First, I have to say I'm surprised, maybe even shocked that the NYT reported anything that WE believe. They have been right there with the

misinformation crap, as bad as cnn and the rest of the msm. I wonder what happened to make them inch a little in our direction. The term

'drain the swamp' has been around from Pres Trump, before he was Pres. And I feel that is what Guillermou is suggesting, that we need to

get the new people in there, and THEY need to start forcing the truth out, rather than just letting the lies continue. It's so hard to wait for

their hangings'.
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Misinformation by the government is now missing information. How is this allowed in America? Isn’t it we the people anymore?
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Yes, it's a conspiracy of lies of commission and lies of omission. Data has been intentionally held back and pushed forward to support an

agenda. But it's more than that.  It's also a conFEARacy. Fear has been generated and used to ensure that there are co-conspirators in

every medical center, every doctor's obce, every pharmacy, every media organization, every corporation, business and almost every

person. Even someone who is "feared" into wearing a mask to enter a grocery store becomes an unwilling part of the conFEARacy. Those

who refuse to participate are identi[ed up as sinners, to be refused access, to be avoided, to be feared, even to be [red or dismissed from

their professional organizations, to be conspired against by everyone in the conFEARacy,, consciously or unconsciously, actively or

unwittingly.  And more.. The conFEARacy makes it dibcult to see, much less understand, and afraid to identify or study the many present

and conspiracies that are active at one time.
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What matters is whom God convicts& sees as sinners, not men presuming, adding& subtracting from his word, bringing the curse.

He has made a way of redemption& salvation for those who will receive it. Truth is universal, too,& all men have conscience tho

they can suppress & [nally coarsen it to the point of it being seared as w/ a hot iron, seeing selectively, judging hypocritically. God

says to those who judge in Romans 2 while sinning themselves that they're only justifying their conviction of being sinners under

the Law which can only point out sin, never cure or redeem its slaves. Colossians& Galatians KJB.  Jesus of the Godhead who is

one w/ the Father, Almighty God, the ever lasting father, the Prince of Peace w/ God now possible individually, that peace on earth

not yet come....but coming just as surely, & ful[lled just as literally& plainly, as these prophesied things that are coming to pass, or

as those things he already has ful[lled w/ his [rst coming: & it will not come by men yet in corruptible desh: He commanded his

followers, men created in his image & w/ body, soul& spirit: to judge righteous judgment.

People need to actually read all of Matthew 7 KJB. Ro 1-8. Vengeance, however, is his.  We are to seek peace wherever that power

lies w/ us, separating where necessary, taking the stand to protect& defend, or to martyrdom as called, the word determining: not

men. Pilgrims here in this temporal, our citizenship exchanged to that eternal& lasting to come, seeking the good of the land of our

pilgrimage insofar as its received or possible, reasoning, not imposing by force. A man convinced against his will is of the same

opinion still: a hypocrite at best. And dead men cannot come to their senses to repent which is the end God seeks, if men will but

receive it. John 3/2 Peter 3. Jesus Christ hates the doctrine of the bloody nicolaitans & all craft, the only legitimate being ful[lled&

put away: abolished in his desh. Hebrews. Rev 1-3 KJB
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Thank you for the new word, confearacy.
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from a previous thread... "this is engineered", based on the principles and physics of electrical engineering and laid out in the "Silent

Weapons For Quiet Wars" document as proposed by Rothschild et al back in 1954:

 stopthecrime.net/wp/2019/01/03/silent-weapons-for-quiet-wars-1/   [original printed copy] >

archive.org/details/SilentWeaponsForQuietWarsOriginalDocumentCopy  [download of original printed copy] >

archive.org/download/SilentWeaponsForQuietWarsOriginalDocumentCopy/Sil..  .... most cattle will never look at this... eugenics works...

make the plan, stress/shock test the plan, execute the plan. Blinded by the beauty and simplicity... and it's OK... it's a cycle.

ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph..
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I have a question about another vaccine. I am a healthy 64 year old and my doctor recommended that I get the shingles vaccine. I have

learned not to bother with the information provided by the drug companies, but I very much respect the knowledge of the individuals who

comment on Mercola's site. Does anyone have any advice for me? I had Chicken Pox when I was a young child. Thanks!
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My advice is to avoid ANY & ALL vaxes! Ask for the package insert for starters. I also had chicken pox as most of us 'elders' did

and had an outbreak of shingles nearly 20 years ago after a very stressful year; ten years after, I sought out a 'good doctor' (great

reviews) but she didn't even attempt informed consent before jabbing me for shingles (which is NOT why I went to her in the [rst

place!)...I am now pissed as hell for that and she was quickly dropped....and no, it did not stop anything and I still get periodic

minor outbreaks that are the same as 'pre-vax/post-shingles'....

I'm just pissed that I did not know at the time what I have since learned (from CHD, among others) and I am a scientist! I actually

use no allopathic doctor now, and only use acupuncture, herbal medicines and chiropractic, which I have used most of my life...I

had just tried the allopathic route because of secondary traumas back then, even though I had successfully avoided it for ~55

years....I shoulda known better.
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I got old version of shingles vaccine when I was 65 and doc told me I would be protected for 10 years. I got shingles 4 years later.

Now there is a new version of shingles vaccine which requires 2 shots and everybody who had it says shots are extremely painful. I

will never have vaccine again because it will confuse my natural immune system and become more vulnerable. I feel I got shingles

because of the shot. Since then I have been shingles free without vaccine. Also if you have shingles take L-lysine every 2 to 3

hours. That will be a better choice for me.
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nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/the-supreme-court-did-not-dee..
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They have their talking points. We're at a point in our history like when God's longsuffering came to an end w/ the northern kingdom,

Israel;& then w/ the southern Judah. If they part the land, as God's attention turns back to work thru the Jews, the rabid Replacement

Jews& other false Jews parting the land for gain, whom God's word calls out, exposing them: just such a scenario could yet again be

seen in the land.  Putin the big [gurehead of the East Orthodox universalism w/another pogrom against a Jewish leader.

What a setup, the world blinded by Mammon seeing nothing else. Human potential & 'stakeholder' capitalism / socialism / fascism /

communism / communitarianism --whatever label is slapped on the crass merchandising, pursuit of lust & the 'outcomes' cliff they've

been crafting, driving men towards for well over a century now, openly & w/ little real, wholehearted resistance. 'Gotta make a living.' 'If we

don't do it, someone else will.' 'Well, we don't know what was in the 'originals', after all,' those saying such things proving they never knew

nor believed the one who was & is the Word, who promised that this heavens & earth would pass away, but his words never.

The one who said take out these words, warning & teaching: & disregard those builders who've rejected the chief cornerstone, the 2 kinds

of faux Jews rejecting Christ all& in all in which there is neither Jew nor Gentile: those bloody, crafty, ever creating their idols& following

the vain imaginations of their impure hearts unsubmitted to truth& the God of truth, the Faithful& True, the good shepherd (Psm 23&Jn10

KJB) rather than that imposter, that idol shepherd of Zechariah & Revelation 17-18, now & yet to come, who will be used as a rod to judge

those who remain unrepentant to the end amongst both groups of fakes,pretenders,lost,blind& naked; dead& thinking they live.

God is near the humble fearing him, not men pretending, crafting. Children& women rule over us, now as then. Rm 9-11 KJB.
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